God's Conspicuous Cars From Loan Defaulter

By ALIC HARRIS

Secretaries Philadelphia area universities, including at least one University student, have had their cars impounded by the government because they did not pay their loans.

One former University law student, who asked not to be named, said Friday he had been taken by the government because he did not pay his loan.

"I didn't pay my loan," he said, according to reports.

"They were very nice about it. They asked for a key to get the car in neutral so they wouldn't stop the guy," he said. "They gave me the car back to me, but only after I gave them $500, which I think was about two weeks ago to get the loan back.

"The loan is for $20,000, and I only paid the minimum payment," he said. "I didn't think I was treated unfairly, because the money was owed."

Speaker to Discuss S. Africa Class To Hear Unpopular View

By MICHAEL SADLER

At the invitation of a University professor, a South African speaker will be a featured guest panel this semester at an International Relations Institute.

At a forum, which was organized by Political Science professor Alvin Robinson, will be moderated by the political scientists.

Robinson declined to discuss the date of the forum, "because it is under discussion," but said it will be held by the first semester of the school year.

"The forum will be held by the fall semester, but it has not been scheduled yet," he said.

"I don't feel remorse in deciding to retain the loan," he added. "It's a system that works, and I don't think it's fair."

Robinson said he believes the Foundation is honestly trying to help by offering students a way out of their loans.

"I think the entire system is based on the assumption that the student is going to pay," he said. "We have to pay our loans, and we have to pay back the money."

"I don't think the system is fair, but I don't think it's fair," he added.

"I think there's no system that is going to work," he said. "I think the system is broken, but I don't think it's fair."

"I don't think the government is doing anything," he said. "I think the government is doing nothing, and I don't think it's fair."

Robinson said he believes the Foundation is working to help students, but he said he doubts that it is effective.

"I think the Foundation is working to help students, but I doubt that it is effective," he said. "I think the Foundation is working to help students, but I doubt that it is effective."
Campus Events

News In Brief

Israel Evacuates West Beirut Port

BEIRUT—Israelis evacuated their last major base in West Beirut yesterday, bringing to a close their nearly nine-month siege of the city. The withdrawal, which started Sept. 19, will allow the multinational peace force to begin its planned deployment.

The evacuation followed hours of intense fighting between Israeli soldiers and Palestinian guerrilla forces. At least 20 people were killed and scores injured. The fighting ended with a stern threat by the Christians to impose a new curfew on all foreigners in the area.

The withdrawal was ordered by Israeli Prime Minister Begin to allow the multinational force to begin its planned deployment.

Students who lived in the area for years said they were not surprised by the fighting. "This is just the beginning of the end," said one student. "We've been waiting for this for a long time.""}

South African Speaker

Farewell for Spooner

U. Landlord Testifies

The Reading and Study Improvement Course teaches strategies for:

- coping with heavy reading and research assignments
- concentratng and remembering
- taking notes
- managing time
- doing examinations

Call the University Reading Improvement Service, 988-8434, for a free interview to discuss the course and your reading and study problems.

Course fee: $50

SEMINAR IN SPAIN

DINING SERVICE

ANNUAL FALL SURVEY

WILL BE CONDUCTED AT DINNER TONIGHT

Please give us your opinions. The fall survey gives you an opportunity to improve the service you receive in your dining hall. Your opinion counts.

Dining Hall located in The Class of 1960 Commons, 2800 Locust Walk 688-7500

The University's New Chinese Study of the Year Award was presented to Dr. James Chng, a professor of political science at the University of Pennsylvania. Dr. Chng has been recognized for his contributions to the study of Chinese politics and society.

The award was presented during a ceremony held at the University's Center for East Asian Studies. The award recognizes the most outstanding publication in the field of Chinese studies, and is given annually to an individual who has made significant contributions to the study of Chinese politics and society.

Dr. Chng received the award for his book, "The Politics of Modern China," which has been praised for its insightful analysis of the political landscape of China.

The book explores the historical development of the Chinese political system, as well as the current state of Chinese politics. It provides a comprehensive understanding of the political dynamics of China, and is an essential resource for researchers and students of Chinese studies.

The award ceremony was attended by faculty members, colleagues, and friends of Dr. Chng. The event was a celebration of his outstanding contributions to the field of Chinese studies, and a testament to his dedication to the pursuit of knowledge.

Dr. Chng's work has been widely recognized for its depth and rigor, and he has received numerous awards and honors throughout his career.

The University's New Chinese Study of the Year Award is a testament to the high quality of research being conducted in the field of Chinese studies, and to the importance of this area of study in understanding the complex and rapidly changing political landscape of China.

The award ceremony was a fitting tribute to Dr. Chng's contributions to the field, and a reminder of the critical role that research and scholarship play in advancing our understanding of China and its place in the world.
Wednesday/Arts & Leisure

Good Friends Lurk Behind the Mask and Wig

By HEIDI E. BLOOM

Ninety-five years ago two students were looking for an alternative to the Glee Club.

They combined their musical ability with comedy and created Mask and Wig. Today the group is a real part of Princeton's rich theatrical tradition of the University. The group has made many outstanding productions in the field, and is currently performing its annual show.

"The mixture of famous and less famous actors has been a lot of famous actors, actresses, and comedians.""The famous people come and go, but the recognition has been slow,"" said Goff.

"We go out to the regional theaters, and try to get the big ones to see if they have any,"" said Goff.

Many theater professionals enjoy working with the audience. When Jose Berstler started at Princeton, he said that "Every poet in the city has heard of the Annenberg Center," and that "I know a lot of people.""The famous has been present since the beginning,"" he said.

"Shows were a big social event,"" the audience gets to meet members of the group,"" he added. ""I knew a lot of people.""""I'm a little bit shy,"" she said. ""It's almost like a little secret.""

"We've got to get written through improvising,"" he added. ""I'm a little bit shy,"" she said. ""I'm a little bit shy,"" she added.

"Shows were a big social event,"" the audience gets to meet members of the group,"" he added. ""I knew a lot of people.""""I'm a little bit shy,"" she said. ""It's almost like a little secret.""

"Shows were a big social event,"" the audience gets to meet members of the group,"" he added. ""I knew a lot of people.""""I'm a little bit shy,"" she said. ""It's almost like a little secret.""
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More Letters

To the Editor,

As an assault on the freedom of speech, I deplore the African American Student Union's refusal to speak out against Thabo Mbeki, or any other African commentator. I can completely agree with Malcolm X's philosophy that 'I'll never know. Such courage it takes to stand around and say something when no one else will, no matter what he wishes, but we are under no obligation to listen; we have the right to refuse to listen. And this is the right we should exercise - and exercise strenuously. Your column, Mr. Untz, was, in fact, a closed conference, with no one except the students who rose to protest the invitation so graciously extended to the South African consulate's representative. It was, in fact, a closed conference, with little or no room to the practitioner - and that is my concern. If you were invited, congratulations! You were selected to have your own little party with no respect for freedom of speech (and I believe in freedom of speech). And where, Mr. Untz, did you see where the use of violence? And to the practitioner - and this is a point of view different than Mr. Vorster's government (perhaps we could best accomplish our goals by walking and sniff petulently when you do not sit quietly while they coolly exercise any of their rights as defined by the U.S. Constitution - I cannot imagine that Mr. Vorster understood the value of "traditional rights" after all, he and his white minority government have the privilege of black South Africans' rights to live in peace and free expression. And to the practitioner - and this is a point of view different than Mr. Vorster's government. Certainly, the government could have sued "a point of view different than the oppressed held by the very majority of the University community." When Mr. Vorster argued, as no doubt he did, that South Africans could not accommodate themselves to the democratic concept and technological support for the South African government (perhaps we could convince the state to say, "nonverbal, white race government"), while that government works on internal matters...when Mr. Vorster argued in this manner, he would be exercising the implicit power of the South African government over the South African consular. I have moral muscle has been strained.

To the Editor,

Eldridge Cleaver
Author of "Soul on Ice"

SPeaks on

America's Future & The World.

Wine & Cheese to follow.

Topics include: Reaganomics, The Crisis of Capitalism, America and South Africa, Poland Terrorism and Violence

Date: Wed., Sept. 29, 1982
Time: 8:00 PM
Place: Irvine Auditorium
U. of Penn.

Sponsored By

Penn Student Agencies' International School of BARTENDING LECTURE & LAB IN:

Mixing & Pouring

Usher Tonic & Beer

Basic, Fancy, & Tropical Drinks

Bar set-up & preparation

How to find a job

Newly revised curriculum

Emphasis on practical experience

Opportunity conferred Upon Graduates

Penn Student Agencies' International School of BARTENDING LECTURE & LAB IN:

Mixing & Pouring

Usher Tonic & Beer

Basic, Fancy, & Tropical Drinks

Bar set-up & preparation

How to find a job

Newly revised curriculum

Emphasis on practical experience

Opportunity conferred Upon Graduates

For further information: 988-4444 (Partially funded by SAG)
Are You Eating Well?
Committee To Evaluate Dining Service

BY JOHN MILLEN
Three representatives of the Na
tional Foundation of College and
University Food Service will eval-
uate the University's dining ser-
vice this week. The University re-
quested to be evaluated by NAFES, which will
date dining service according to its pro-
essional standards manual in
over 500 different points.

Major areas to be evaluated in
each dining hall's sanitation,
customer relations, safety, staff
training, menu planning and
as numerous others. The representatives will
evaluate the dining Ser-
vice on an hour-to-hour basis.
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Police Arrest Van Pelt
Voyeur
Rape Alarm Brings Police To Rescue

Dr. David Sheppard, head of Special Education at Van Pelt Elementary School, said he and the police were investigating an alleged incident that occurred on the playground.

The suspect was a 12-year-old boy who is said to have
crossed the playground at 1:30 p.m. on Monday. The police
were called to the school and the suspect was taken into custody.

The school district is investigating the incident and the
police are currently processing evidence.

The suspect was charged with

Dyson settles into museum post

The Penn Museum has announced the appointment of
Dr. David Sheppard as the museum's chief curator.

Dr. Sheppard, who has been at the museum for the past nine
years, will be responsible for overseeing all aspects of the
curation, exhibitions, and collections.

The appointment is part of the museum's efforts to
modernize and expand its operations.

Dr. Sheppard said, "I am honored to be appointed as
chief curator at the Penn Museum. The museum has an
exciting future ahead and I am looking forward to
leading the team in taking it to the next level."
Arboretum Plans Student Day
Free Admission To Lure Visitors

By DAVID CIRIO

The Morris Arboretum has announced that this fall's Student Day will be Saturday, Oct. 22, from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. The free admission is to benefit the school in a chance to attract students from different parts of the world.

The event will feature a variety of programs, including the Johnstone School of Dance on Saturday, and a hands-on tour, Bob Pansey and the Southern Grass Back.

The arboretum will also conduct a sale of services and interest flowers.

The arboretum is also a partnership of the state, private, and educational community. It is "very anxious," he said, adding that "very anxious," he said, "is the reason for the problem..."
Cardiac Kids Tie West Chester
Zellers’ Last Goal Knits it for Stickwomen

Bob DAVIE
When Ivy League athletic directors converse to decide league-wide policies, (football) game rules, etc., they waltz, but still have a look in the mirror.

This week, the Ancient Eight athletic directors based their board of directors decision for this afternoon afternoon football scheduling whether to stand on standardized NCAA field hockey rules which are set by the Quakers.
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